
   
 

Bodecker Partners – independent advisory and portfolio management 

Bodecker Partners is an independent partner-owned adviser within revenue management and 
handling of energy price risks. Our expertise within the Nordic power market, Electricity 
certificates and GoOs is first-class and our customers are power producers and investors in 
renewable energy, mainly within the wind industry.  
 
With the same incentive as our customers, we find innovative hedging strategies in which we 
strive for stable income and returns. In our web-based CTRM system, we provide daily updates 
on portfolio value based on production forecasts, hedges (incl. PPA and certificates) and market 
price. Furthermore, we are involved in PPA tenders where we offer wind power producers to 
register in our database, as well as separate consulting assignments within PPA advisory, risk- 
and hedging policys and balancing tenders. Our appreciated reports on Nordic renewables and 
Electricity Certificates have now also been extended with more input on climate and EU ETS. 
 

Cooperation with Swedish Wind power Association 

Bodecker Partners specialises in renewable power production and we have most of our 
customers within the wind power segment. That is why SWEF is a natural cooperation partner 
for us. The markets for Nordic power, certificates and GoOs are difficult to follow - there are 
many influencing factors and much politics. With our market expertise and risk management, we 
want to contribute to increased knowledge among Swedish producers and investors.  
 
Our reports “Nordic Renewable Report - Market Insights for Decision Makers”, with accompanying 
monthly summaries, provide a regular update on the most important factors and events with 
impact on the markets and renewable build-out. We also always try to be available for shorter 
questions and discussions. 
 

Member discount 

As a member of SWEF, you receive a 15% discount on our reports. Normal price for our English 
version is 950 EUR per year, including 5 full reports and monthly summaries for remaining 
months. Membership price is 805 EUR. State your membership when ordering a subscription. In 
the member magazine “Svensk Vindkraft”, we also contribute in each issue with an analysis and 
our latest thoughts on the market development. 

 

We would be happy to get in contact! 

  

Mia Bodin, Partner and Head of Analysis and PPA (contact person SWEF) 

mia@bodeckerpartners.com, 073-808 18 98  

Fredrik Bodecker: Partner and CEO                

fredrik@bodeckerpartners.com, 0732-558 727 

Gustaf Sundelius: Partner and Head of Portfolio management  

gustaf@bodeckerpartners.com, 070-879 69 68 

Sevdie Denli: Head of Business development and portfolio manager 

sevdie@bodeckerpartners.com, 073-808 18 80 
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